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Call for Papers
Authors from all areas related to Applied Sciences, Engineering and Management are
cordially invited to submit papers for the upcoming MVSIT Journal:

TECHNOLEDGE
MVSIT Journal of Science, Technology and Management
.
Submissions: Authors are required to submit their papers electronically on the email-id
mvsitpublishing@msitsnp.in





Articles submission throughout the year
No publication charges
Open access journal
Acceptance within three working days of receiving final version (after revision and
acceptance from reviewers/experts)

Format: Authors are required to prepare their manuscript as per following format.

Template and Style Guide for Submissions
1

Author name1, Author name2, Author name3
Institute name, address, city, country and email-id of author1
2
Institute name, address, city, country and email-id of author2
3
Institute name, address, city, country and email-id of author3

Title: The paper title should be in Title Case (upper and lower case), centered in Times New
Roman, bold, font size 14 point. There should be a 2 point spacing between the title and the
authors.
Abstract:. The abstract is a single paragraph that precedes the article and summarizes the
content. The abstract should be of 100-150 words, 12pt Times New Roman, preceded by
“Abstract:” in bold.
Margins - Type within the dimensions of 1-inch (2.54 cm) margins top/bottom and right and
1.5 inch left.
Line Spacing - Single line spacing. No indentation.
Justification - Full justification.
Page Numbering - Pages are not to be numbered.
Authors: Author(s) name(s) should be typed in Title Case, centered in Times New Roman,
bold, font size 12 point.
First name, middle initial(s), followed by the surname, should be used to identify authors (eg.
Benjamin L. Smith). Underline the name of the main Author. All affiliations should follow
the authors’ name in italics, font size 12 point. If the authors come from more than one
affiliation, superscript numbers should be used to indicate the correct affiliation. Each author
should indicate institute address, city, state, country, and email address. Also include degrees
or professional titles (e.g. Dr., Prof., etc).
Keywords: Words related to article, 12 point Times New Roman.

Body Text Formatting: Do not include headers, footers or page numbers.
The body text of the paper will contain headings, pictures, diagrams, tables, figures, formulae
and other relevant information. The section headings should be Times New Roman 12 point
bold.
Body text should be in Times New Roman point 12 normal.
Equations should be centered and numbered consecutively with equation numbers in
parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1).
E(t) = E0 exp(iωt)
(1)
Figures. Figures (diagrams and photographs) and tables can be included anywhere in the text
other than the title, author list or affiliation list. Figures should be numbered consecutively
from Fig. 1 onwards. Tables should be numbered Table 1 onwards. The captions are Times
New Roman 12-point italic. Ensure figures and tables are within the printable area of the
page.
Making a Reference. References should be as per APA format.
Contact: For further queries feel free to contact us on mvsitpublishing@msitsnp.in

